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Medical and Chirurgical Society, November ioth, 868.) May not the
amputations generally be of a more selected type in private than in
hospital practice ? These are only a few out of many possible causes
of differencee in death-rate. I think every hospital surgeon-in fact,
every surgeon who has much experience of amputation-must feel, as I
am sure I do, that the result of amputations is far more affected by
what has preceded the operation than what follows it, in most cases.
With us in London, when we get patients who are not exhausted by
age, previous disease, visceral mischief, or intemperance, the results of
amputation are good; in opposite circumstances, they are not so. I
have clearly shown this, I think, as far as the experience of St. George'sHospital goes, in a paper in the first volume of St. George's hospital Re
ports, where it is proved that at least half the deaths which occurred
after amputation are due to causes preceding the amputation, and,
therefore, can have nothing to do with the construction of the building
at which the operation took place.

There is a second proposition contained in Sir J. Simpson's letter;viz., that " hospitals seem generally to be much more healthy when first
built than after they become used for a few years." I cannot say that
any proof whatever is adduced of this fact, to my mind. Mr. Potter,it is said, published the statistics of University College Hospital during
the first five or six years of its foundation; and the deaths were onlyone in six or seven, while the present death-rate is nearly one in three.But Potter's cases were only sixty-six. Now, we know how these
death-rates fluctuate. For instance, in a series of fifty-six amputationscontained in the amputation-book of St. George's Hospital, there are
only ten deaths; and this series is continuous, except for one year (thelast but one), the results of which are not so favourable. Had this yearbeen the last, instead of the last but one, Sir James Simpson wouldhave drawn the same conclusion with regard to St. George's that hedoes with respect to University College-viz., that its saluibrity has de-
teriorated; for our general death-rate after amputations is nearlv one inthree. Yet St. George's then was very nearly as old as St. George'snow, the series having finished only about eight years since. Theargument derived from Mr. Liston's casual statement is not worthmuch, unsupported by any data. Nor do I see the least force in thecontrast between Munro's series in I 752 and the more recent experienceof the Edinburgh Infirmary. The practice of surgery has altogetherchanged since then. Limbs are now constantly saved, or are subjectedto minor operations, which were then ruthlessly sacrificed; so that allthe more favourable cases are withdrawn from the amputator.I cannot, therefore, at present admit that Sir J. Simpson has proved:the startling propositions on which he founds so sweeping a proposalfor the reformation of our hospital system; and I cannot but regret thatsuch damaging imputations should be cast upon our great charities inthe public press, by ail author of Sir J. Simpson's reputation, beforethey have undergone proper ventilation and discussion in professionalcircles. All that I have seen, both of hospital cases generally and olamputations in particular, has convinced me that death-rates are ver)little affected by the details of hospital construction, on which so muclstress was formerly laid. I believe the Report on Hospitals, drawn urby Dr. Bristowe and myself for the Medical Officer of the Privy Coun.cil, so far settled this question as to show that ordinary death-rates areno test of the salubrity of a hospital; and, for amputations, I still ad.here to the opinion thus expressed in the above Report (p. 56o): " Thedeath-rate in these, as in other cases, is, by itself, a very fallacious testof hospital salubrity. Before any fair comparison can be made betweenthe results of amputations in different hospitals [how much more be-tween hospitals and private practice], it is necessary to know somethingmore even than how many amputations have been performed on ac-count of accident, and how many on account of disease, or the relativenumbers which have been performeld at the several seats of amputation.It is necessary to be acquainted with the condition of patients at thetime of operation, and with the actual causes of death in those who dieafter operation."
Sir J. Simpson would have rendered his conclusion more probable, ifhe could have shown, either that the death-rate after amputation incountry hospitals is higher than in ordinary country practice among thesame class of the population, or that amputations may be practisedin large towns in the patient's own dwelling or other private houseswith more impunity than in hospital, the cases and the patients beingsimilar. But to compare thinigs having so many causes of difference asexist between country private practice and town hospital practice, with-out trying to set aside, in some way, all the other causes, appears to meidle; and it was from that consideration that Dr. Bristowe anid myselfabstained from collectiIng such statistics as those which Sir J. Simpsonhas now got together, feeling that the comparison founded on themcould not be otherwise than fallacious.
At the same time, far be it from me to say that the results of our

operations in London hospitals are so satisfactory as to indispose usfrom any change that seems likely to lead to improvement. I haveoften suspected that hospital wards continuously occupied deteriorate in
healthiness, but have never met with precise evidence of the fact. It
was believed to be so, and I think with reason, in the case of two suc-
cessive ships used for the Dreadnought Hospital; but the cases of a ship
and a building are, of course, very different. I would urge that, before
a sweeping charge is brought in public against our whole hospital sys-tem, and a change advocated which seems hardly mechanically possible
in a crowded city like this (or, if possible, only to a public boay com-
manding the resources of the State), some evidence satisfactory to per-
sons familiar with the subject ought to have been given; and the appeal
to the public should have been backed by the verdict of the profession,
not merely by the opinion of one authority, however eminent.

In conclusion, let me invite Sir J. Simpson to publish his statistics,
assuring him of the most candid and respectful consideration of them
on the part of the authorities, both lay and medical, interested in the
management of the institutions in question. I am, etc.,

Clarges Street, January I869. T. HOLMES.

QUALIFIED ASSISTANTS.
SIR,-Will yoU permit me to say a few words upon the subject of

qualified assistants, referred to in your article of January gth, under the
head of " The Value of a Medical Diploma"?

It may be interesting to state that I have on my books at present
forty-two vacancies for qualified assistants, in which the salaries offered
are as follows :-At £80, two; at /70, one; at £6o, nine; at £50, ff-
teen; at £40, two-all indoor: outdoor, at £ioo, nine; at £I lO, two;
at £120, two. As a rule, principals rarely can obtain the services of a
qualified assistant, where character will bear investigation, for less than
/6o; and English assistants cantnot be scczred under /70 a year.
Country practitioners declare that they cannot afford this latter rate, and
hence accept the services of Irish or Scotch gentlemen at the lower sala-
ries named.
To show the demand for such appointments, however, I may state

that on my Assistants' Register I have the names of upwards of eighty
qualified gentlemen at present, and that the average number will stand
at upwards of seventy. Good English indoor assistants can find em-
ployment at once, at salaries varying from /7° to £8o. Those on my
books may be classified as follows:-EnglIish, requiring outdoor ap-
pointments (being married men), fifteen; Enzglish indoor assistants, two;
Scotch, twelve; Welsh, one; Irish, fifty-three.

Salaries are steadily rising; but I do not see any great hope for the
rapid improvement of the position and remuneration of assistants until
the principals themselves are better paid. As a general rule, the Eng-
lishmen now qualifying have either money or prospects, and purchase
successions or partnerships. The Scotch and Irish systems of medical
education do not include a knowledge of priztzae dispensing; and hence
most of the Irish and Scotch assistants carnnot undertake the apothecaries'
work required in English general practice. But I am bound to say
that, where this deficiency is overcome, the gentlemen from the sister
island turn out in fair proportion really useful assistants, anld secure i-he
confidence and companionship of their employers.

I am, etc., J. BAXTER LANGLEY.
Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C., January I 8o9.

REPRESENTATION OF THE PROFESSION.
SIR,-Will you permit me to remark, in reference to the admirable

note of Mr. Frederick J. Gant, which treats of the " di} ect represexta-
tion of the profession in the Medical C0ouncil," that whilst agreeing
with him as to the "present relationz," or rather no relation, of the
"licensing bodies" to their members in the mass, I am disposed to enter-
tain a lively hope that, at any rate, the Presidenit, Censors, and Fellows
of the Royal College of Physicians of London are, even now, waking
from their too long slumber, and preparing themselves to estimate, at
its right value, the very snail-like progress made hiitherto towards the
" manhood suffrage" looming in the future; and destined, in its own
good time, to work such beneficial changes in not only themselves, but
in the strange specimen of antiquity which they consider themselves to re-
present (?). Really, Mr. Editor, our "medical corporations" are srangely
out of harmonoy with the day; and that one I have named, occupying so
prominent a location in Pall Mall, seems to be especiallv slow or feudal-
like. Started into being during the reign of Henry VIII, it appears to
retain even at this hour the peculiar belongings of this exceptional period.
In the early part of the sixteenth century, "parliamentary representa-
tion" was, as you know well, nowhere to be founid. The " relation" of
the govening to the governed in the far away time named, was of much


